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Abstract: This study presents a seasonal synoptic climatology of cut-off lows (COLs) that produced
extreme precipitation in the Valencia region of Spain during 1998–2018 and uses simulations with the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to study how extreme COL precipitation may change
in a future warmer climate. COLs were shown to be the main producer of extreme precipitation in the
Valencia region, especially during the transition seasons. The strongest raining COL events occurred
during September–November. Six-day composites of thermodynamic and dynamic fields and precip-
itation show that COLs that produce extreme precipitation in this region remain stationary over Spain
for 2–3 days and tend to produce precipitation over the Valencia region for at least two consecutive
days. In the low levels these COLs are characterized by low pressure over the Mediterranean sea
and winds with an easterly, onshore component thus fueling precipitation. Comparison of current
and future climate ensembles of WRF simulations of 14 September–November extreme precipitation
producing COL events suggest that in a warmer climate extreme COL precipitation may increase by
as much as 88% in northeastern Spain and 61% in the adjoining Mediterranean Sea. These projected
increases in extreme COL precipitation in the northeast of Spain present additional challenges to
a region where COL flooding already has significant socio-economic impacts. Additionally, about
half of the future climate COL event simulations showed increases in precipitation in the Valencian
region of eastern Spain. These results provide important nuance to projections of a decreasing trend
of total precipitation in the Iberian Peninsula as the climate warms.

Keywords: cut-off lows; extreme precipitation; climate change

1. Introduction

In the Iberian Peninsula (IP) complex orography (Figure 1) and the influences of
Atlantic and Mediterranean climates contribute to a strong NW–SE precipitation gradi-
ent between the wet northwestern Cantabric coast and the dry Levante region along
the Mediterranean Sea in the southeast [1–3]. The northwest Cantabric region receives
900–2500 mm of precipitation per year, mostly due to the regular passage of frontal sys-
tems. Conversely, precipitation in the Levante region is more episodic and extreme with
a few precipitation events causing a large portion of the total annual precipitation of less
than 700 mm year−1 [2]. A common scenario for the occurrence of precipitation extremes
along the Levante region is the presence of an upper-tropospheric cut-off low (COL, or
DANA, in its Spanish acronym), a phenomenon that is also locally known as ‘gota fría’
(or ‘cold drop’ [4]), referring to the presence of cold air within the cut-off low. At the
surface, cut-off lows produce winds with an easterly component that blow inland from the
warm Mediterranean sea pushing warm humid air upward along the intricate topography
of eastern Spain [5]. Such events can bring large precipitation totals to locations along
the coast producing flashflooding (locally known as ‘riadas’). The Mediterranean coast
of Spain, and in particular the Valencia and Catalonia Regions are the most vulnerable
to flooding and flashflooding [6], and about one third of the most catastrophic floods in
the region have been shown to be associated with cut-off lows (COLs) [7]. More recently
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in September of 2019 a COL event flooded densely populated cities in the Valencia and
Murcia regions, killing 6 people and forcing thousands to evacuate, an example of the
devastating effects of these weather systems on local communities.

Figure 1. Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model domains and topography (m). The parent
domain (D01) has 27 km horizontal resolution and the nested domain (D02) has 9 km resolution and
focuses on the Iberian Peninsula (IP).

A recent study [5] used 10 years of warm season ERA Reanalysis to study COLs in
the Mediterranean region. They found that deep cut-off lows tend to produce the most
intense and widespread rain episodes, particularly to the south of the cut-off low center.
Moreover, they showed that shallow COLs produce weak convective precipitation near
their center, or no precipitation at all. Another study [8] used 41 years of data to show
that an average of 2.3 COLs affect the IP each year. They found that most COLs occur in
the boreal spring and summer, with the fewest COLs occurring in the wintertime when
the jetstream is located further south and Spain is in the cyclonically sheared side of the
jet, thus inhibiting the occurrence of upper-level thinning troughs [9] and the formation
of COLs. The location of the COL center determines the distribution of precipitation in
the IP. For instance, COL systems located in the western half of the Iberian Peninsula and
adjacent Atlantic Ocean bring rainfall to a large portion of Spain, including the Valencia
Region. COLs that are located in the southwestern quadrant of the IP bring the largest
precipitation amounts to the Valencia region (30–40 mm), whereas COLs located in the
northwestern quadrant of the IP and adjacent Atlantic bring less precipitation (20–30 mm).
About a third of COLs that affect the IP produce no rain while a third produce generalized
rain over the entire IP [8]. COLs are also observed in other parts of the world [10] including
North America [11], South America ([12,13]), Australia [14], South Africa [15] and Southern
Europe and the Mediterranean [5].

Previous studies have suggested that by the end of this century climate change will
cause a decrease of up to 40% in IP total precipitation [3,16–19]. These projected downward
precipitation trends are particularly problematic for the eastern side of the IP, where
precipitation is already scarce and population pressure is on the rise [20,21]. On the
other hand, climate model projections have suggested that by the end of this century the
thermodynamic forcing from climate warming will cause an intensification of extreme
precipitation, especially in mid-to-high latitude land regions of the globe [22,23]. In the
subtropics however, including southern Spain, the projections are more nuanced with
some climate models suggesting that dynamic forcing from climate change may instead
work to decrease extreme precipitation in the future [17,22]. Such a downward trend in
extreme precipitation has been shown to be already under way in southern Portugal [19]
and in the interior of the Júcar river basin in eastern Spain [24], for example. However, no
decrease in total precipitation has been observed along the Mediterranean coast of Spain
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over the past three decades [21,24]. Rather, the most marked change in precipitation along
the Mediterranean coast of Spain has been an increase in the number and intensity of
high precipitating events such as COLs [21], and an increase in the length and number of
dry spells [21]. It is also expected that the observed ongoing increase of the sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the Mediterranean [25] will tend to enhance extreme precipitation
along the coast of Spain [21].

The question of how precipitation from COLs will change as the climate warms poses
a significant challenge for the Mediterranean coast of Spain, an already water-stressed and
heavily touristic region. In this study the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
and the pseudo-global warming (PGW) downscaling approach are used to investigate how
extreme precipitation associated with COLs might change under projected temperature
increases from the most recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6). Previous studies have demonstrated the use of
WRF to study precipitation extremes and variability as well as the effects of climate change
in the IP [3,26–28]. In particular, [3] used WRF to downscale future climate simulations
finding that a large portion of the IP will experience a 20–40% decrease in precipitation by
the end of this century, and that the intensity of precipitation will increase. In the present
study the PGW downscaling approach is used to replicate the present-climate synoptic
scale circulation of a given weather event within the warmer atmosphere of the future
climate simulation. This means that under PGW the behavior of an individual present
climate COL event can be directly compared to the same COL event if it were to occur in a
future warmer climate. The PGW approach has been used to study the effects of climate
change in regional climate [29–31], tropical cyclones [32,33], precipitation extremes [34,35],
tornadic storms [36], dust emissions over Asia [37], urban heat island [37], and snowfall [38].
As the climate warms both atmospheric dynamics via moisture convergence and vertical
motion, and changes in thermodynamics via increased temperature and saturation specific
humidity are expected to affect precipitation [39]. While the PGW approach does not
incorporate dynamical modifications such as possible changes in the structure or frequency
of occurrence of COLs due to changes in the jet stream dynamics, it can help uncover
possible changes in the precipitation amounts from COLs that are due to the expected
warming of the atmosphere under climate change.

The objectives of this study are: (1) to create a seasonal synoptic climatology of COLs
that produce extreme precipitation in the Mediterranean coast of Spain; and (2) to study
how extreme precipitation from COLs may change in a future warmer climate. Section 2
presents the datasets and methodology. The COL climatology and WRF simulations are
shown in Section 3. Finally Sections 4 and 5 present a discussion of results and conclusions.

2. Datasets and Methodology
2.1. Synoptic Climatology of Cut-Off Lows (COLs)

The datasets used in this study are the high-resolution NASA TMPA (National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration’s Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s Multi-Satellite
Precipitation Analysis) precipitation and the NCEP (National Center for Environmental
Prediction) reanalysis from 1998–2018. The TMPA-3B42 daily precipitation dataset pro-
vides homogeneous spatial and temporal precipitation coverage from 50◦ N to 50◦ S at
0.25◦ resolution (downloaded from https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM_
L3/TRMM_3B42_Daily.7/, accessed on 28 June 2021) [40]. The NCEP Reanalysis dataset
is a global, daily 2.5◦ horizontal resolution blend of observations and model data. In this
study the NCEP Reanalysis sea-level pressure, winds and geopotential anomalies, and
the TMPA daily precipitation are used to construct composites of the lifecycle of COLs
that produced extreme precipitation amounts over Valencia, Spain, similar to [41,42]. The
Valencia region (38–40◦ N, 1◦ W–1◦ E, hereafter the Valencia Box) was selected as the basis
region for this study because of its central location along the Mediterranean coast and
because it has historically endured some of the heaviest flooding from COLs in Spain.

https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM_L3/TRMM_3B42_Daily.7/
https://disc2.gesdisc.eosdis.nasa.gov/data/TRMM_L3/TRMM_3B42_Daily.7/
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Daily TMPA rainfall values from 1998–2018 were averaged for the Valencia Box.
For the purposes of this study an extreme event was defined as an event that produced
more than 20 mm of precipitation in one day, a threshold that represents the top 1% of
the distribution. For the days when the TMPA detected an extreme precipitation event,
the daily NCEP Reanalysis upper-level winds and geopotential were used to subjectively
determine if a COL was present. An example of a typical COL system evolution is presented
in Figure 2 which shows the synoptic scale environment that lead to an extreme rain episode
in the Valencia Box on 28 September 2012. A thinning trough that was travelling eastward
over the northeast Atlantic on 26 September left behind an upper-level COL system over
the Atlantic about 500 km to the west of the IP on 27 September (Figure 2a). On that day
precipitation occurred in southern Spain and Morocco, coinciding with the eastern side of
the COL (Figure 2d). As the COL continued to drift eastward on 28 September (Figure 2b)
its associated surface low pressure center produced onshore winds along the Mediterranean
coast of Spain, as well as a large area of extreme precipitation in the southeast quadrant of
Spain (Figure 2e). Extreme precipitation was favored on the eastern side of the COL where
ascent produced by the COL’s upper-level cyclonic vorticity advection was combined with
low-level easterly winds (Figure 2e) that brought a plentiful supply of warm humid air from
the Mediterranean. On 29 September the COL weakened (indicated by the shrinking of its
core at 250 hPa, Figure 2c) as it propagated northeastward along the Mediterranean coast of
Spain while bringing rain to the northeastern coast of Spain (Figure 2f). On 1 October (not
shown) the COL became reabsorbed into the midlatitude flow over France/Switzerland.
As in the event shown in Figure 2, all COL events included in the composites presented in
this study had a closed cold low at 200 and 500 hPa on the day of extreme rainfall. Extreme
rain events that were caused by frontal systems that propagated across the IP were not
included in the composite analysis below. Moreover, COL events that produced extreme
rain on multiple consecutive days were not double-counted.

Daily TMPA rainfall and NCEP Reanalysis were used to calculate six-day composites
of precipitation, sea-level pressure (SLP), 925 hPa humidity and moisture flux convergence,
as well as 200 hPa winds and geopotential for the COL events that produced extreme
precipitation in the Valencia Box during March–May (MAM), September–November (SON),
and December–February (DJF). The composites were calculated for the day of the extreme
rainfall in the Valencia Box (day 0) and for the nth day prior to (day − n) and following
(day + n) the occurrence of extreme rainfall in the Valencia Box.

2.2. Current and Future Climate Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Simulations of COLs

Current and future climate WRF simulations were produced for a sample of 14 boreal
fall season COL events that produced extreme precipitation in the Valencia Box (Table 1).
Each simulation included a 24 h spin-up period that was not included in the analysis,
similarly to [31].

Table 1. Dates of Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) cut-off low (COL) simulations (after
discarding a spin-up period of 24 h). Asterisks mark the rainiest day of each COL event in the
Valencia Box.

Simulation Year/Month Days Simulation Year/Month Days

1 2005/11 13, 14 * 8 2009/09 26, 27 *
2 2007/09 13, 14 * 9 2009/09 28, 29 *
3 2007/09 21, 22 * 10 2011/11 21, 22 *
5 2007/10 03, 04 * 11 2012/09 28 *, 29
4 2007/10 11, 12 * 12 2012/10 19, 20 *
6 2007/10 16, 17 * 13 2012/11 13,14 *
7 2008/10 09, 10 * 14 2015/11 1, 2 *
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Figure 2. COL event that produced extreme rainfall in the Valencia Box on 28 September 2012.
Left column shows the NCEP (National Center for Environmental Prediction) Reanalysis 200 hPa
geopotential height (m, contours) and wind speed (ms−1, shaded) and right column shows sea
level pressure (hPa, contours), surface winds (m/s, vectors) and TMPA (Tropical Rainfall Measur-
ing Mission’s Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis) rainfall (mm, shaded) on September 27 (top),
28 (middle) and 29 (bottom) September 2012. The Valencia Box is outlined by a black square.

The simulations presented herein use the Advanced Research WRF (WRF-ARW)
version 3.5.1 [43] with a 27 km parent domain (hereafter referred to by D01, see Figure 1)
and one smaller 9 km nested domain over Spain (D02, Figure 1), and 27 vertical levels.
Initial and boundary conditions for WRF are provided by the Global Forecast System (GFS)
analysis, a global 1◦ resolution dataset available four times daily from 2 March 2004 to the
most recent full month. Boundary conditions for the 27 km domain are provided by the
GFS model. Boundary conditions for the 9 km nested domain are provided by the parent
domain using one-way nesting. Since SSTs do not change significantly throughout the
duration of the three-day simulations, WRF is run with static SSTs set at the initialization
time. The choices of WRF model physics packages largely follow [31,35] for the southeast
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United States. This includes the Kain–Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme [44],
the WRF Single Moment microphysics [45], and the Yonsei boundary layer scheme [46].
Surface physics is handled by the Noah land-surface model [47] and radiation by the rapid
radiative transfer method for general circulation models [48]. WRF output was created
every 3 h for the 9 km domain.

The future climate WRF simulations were created using the PGW approach [31,35], a
dynamic downscaling approach that preserves present-day synoptic weather patterns in the
future climate simulations, allowing a direct comparison of a weather event in the present
climate and future climate. In this study, the PGW approach provides a way to investigate
how an individual present-day COL event would evolve if it occurred in a future warmer
climate. Future climate conditions are simulated by adjusting the present-day GFS analysis
initial and boundary condition temperature fields using multi-model mean surface and
three-dimensional temperature anomalies from the IPCC CMIP6. In particular this study
uses projected temperature anomalies the highest future emissions scenario in the Shared
Socioeconomic Pathways Scenario (known as the SSP5-8.5), which represent the upper
bound for current projections of future climate warming. The anomalies added to the GFS
analysis consist of air and surface temperature anomalies for the 2090s averaged for four
CMIP6 models that were shown to capture well the climatological patterns of land surface
temperature in Europe [49]. These models are the CNRM-CM6-1 (France’s National Center
of Meteorological Research), MRI-ESM2-0 (Japan’s Meteorological Institute), GFDL-ESM4
(Princeton’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory) and MPI-ESM-2-HR (Germany’s Max
Planck Institute) earth system models. Multi-model temperature anomalies were created
by subtracting the monthly mean temperature in each model’s historical run for 1990–2000
from the same model’s SSP5-8.5 monthly means for the 2090–2100 and then averaging
the anomalies for the four models together. This was done for surface temperature and
three-dimensional air temperature over the two WRF domains. Over land, SSP5-8.5 surface
temperature anomalies in SSP5-8.5 reached 4–5 ◦C whereas over the ocean, because water
has higher specific heat, surface temperature anomalies were comparatively more modest,
at 3–4 ◦C in the Mediterranean and 1–2 ◦C in the Atlantic. Once the temperature anomalies
were added to the GFS initial conditions the data were fed directly into the WRF pre-
processing package where geopotential heights and moisture variables were adjusted
accordingly. This methodology makes the common assumption that relative humidity in
the future warmer remains unchanged from the present climate [50].

3. Results
3.1. Synoptic Climatology of COLs

The Valencia Box received a total of 10,370 mm of precipitation between 1998–2018,
or about 494 ± 102 mm year−1. Extreme precipitation events contributed 2992 mm of
precipitation, or about 29% of the total precipitation between 1998–2018. As shown in
Table 2, a total of 90 extreme events, or about 4.1 ± 2.1 extreme events per year, occurred in
the Valencia Box during the study period. Moreover, the majority of the extreme rain days
occurred in the transition seasons (47% in SON and 28% in MAM) and only one extreme
precipitation event occurred during the summer (Table 2).

Table 2. Number of extreme rainfall days detected in the Valencia Box from 1998–2018 separated into
those due COLs that produce extreme rainfall and other phenomena.

Season COLs Other

MAM 21 4
JJA 0 1

SON 34 8
DJF 15 7

During 1998–2018 COLs accounted for most of the extreme rainfall days in the Valencia
Box (Table 2), and produced a total of 2416 mm of rain (Table 3). This means that during
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the study period COLs produced most (81%) of the total extreme rainfall, and about 23%
of the total rainfall in the Valencia Box.

Table 3. TMPA rainfall (mm) from COLs that produced extreme rainfall in the Valencia Box between
1998–2018.

Season COL Rainfall (mm)

MAM 700
JJA 0

SON 1217
DJF 499

Total 2416

On average each heavy raining COL events brought 42 ± 31 mm day−1 of precipitation
to the Valencia region. A single event in October 2000 brought 167 mm of rain over a two
day period, which was about one-third of the typical total annual precipitation in the
region. Eleven of the COL events produced extreme precipitation on 2–3 consecutive days.

A synoptic climatology of COLs is presented below. The lower and upper tropospheric
composites for the SON, MAM and DJF COL events that produced extreme precipitation in
the Valencia Box during 1998–2014 were calculated. Figure 3 shows the 200 hPa wind speed
and geopotential height composites for the 28 COL events that produced extreme rainfall
in the Valencia Box during SON. While Table 3 lists 34 days with extreme precipitation
from COL events in DJF. Six of those events produced extreme rain on 2–3 consecutive
days, so they were added only once to the composite.

Figure 3. Six-day composites for the 28 COL events that occurred in SON. (a–f) NCEP Reanalysis 200 mb winds (shaded in
blue) and geopotential heights (contours); (g–l) NCEP Reanalysis SLP (contours, mb) and 925 mb winds (vectors, m s−1),
and TMPA rainfall (shaded, mm day−1).

The upper-level composite (Figure 3a–f) shows that COLs formed when a shortwave
trough occurred over Spain on day-2 to day-1, then became cut off from the midlatitude
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flow on day-0 and remained stationary until day + 1. In the composite, the COL occurred in
a region of weak upper tropospheric winds and low meridional shear that was present be-
tween the subtropical and midlatitude jets. On day + 2 the composite COL was reabsorbed
into the mid-latitude jet stream and then exited the Iberian Peninsula.

The composite TMPA precipitation, SLP and 925 hPa winds composite for the SON
COLs are shown in Figure 3g–l. Precipitation occurred on the eastern side of the composite
COL on day-1 (Figure 3i) to day + 1 (Figure 3k). The strongest precipitation fell on
the Valencia Box on day 0 (Figure 3j). The composite SLP shows an inverted trough over
northern Africa that extended northward and produced rainfall in southern Spain, northern
Algeria and Morocco on day-1 (Figure 3i). As this low-level trough pushed northeastward,
its associated pressure closed low at 925 mb produced northeasterly winds along the
eastern coast of Spain from day-1 to day + 1 (Figure 3i–k). This onshore flow carried warm,
moist Mediterranean air to fuel precipitation in the Valencia Box and adjacent sea. The
composite COL produced rainfall in the Valencia Box from day-1 through day + 1 with the
strongest precipitation on day 0 (Figure 3j). Offshore in the Mediterranean, precipitation
associated with the COL persisted from day-1 to day + 2. On average, the Valencia Box
received rainfall during the three-day period surrounding the COL event, that is from day-1
to day + 1. The MAM composites (not shown) are very similar to the SON composites
described above.

The composite for the COL events that produced extreme rainfall in the Valencia
Box during DJF occurred shows a split-flow [51] or Rex blocking pattern at 200 hPa
(Figure 4a–f) and 500 hPa between day-1 and day + 3. This suggests that wintertime COL
events may lead to blocking, in agreement with the finding in [52] that nearly three-fourths
of wintertime COL events in this region are associated with blocking events. Our results
moreover suggest that wintertime COL events in this region are associated with a particular
type of blocking event, the split-flow or Rex blocking.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for the 14 COL events that occurred in DJF.

The accumulated TMPA precipitation for the composite COL events in each season
are shown in Figure 5. On average, the Valencia Box received precipitation in excess of
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50 mm during the three-day period surrounding the COL event, that is from day-1 to day
+ 1 (Figure 5). The largest COL related precipitation amounts occurred in DJF (Figure 5b)
and SON (Figure 5a). Unlike the other seasons, DJF COLs had no precipitation in the
central part of Spain over land. The COLs that occurred in MAM (Figure 5c) produced
less precipitation.

Figure 5. TMPA precipitation (in mm) accumulated for the day-1 to day + 1 COL composite days for (a) SON, (b) DJF, and
(c) MAM.

Figure 6 shows the NCEP Reanalysis 925 mb specific humidity, moisture convergence
and moisture fluxes for each composite on day-0. Moisture flux convergence maxima oc-
curred in the Valencia Box in all composites. The specific humidity over the Mediterranean
is largest in SON, likely reflecting the lingering warmer sea surface temperatures that
follow the summer maximum. The moisture flux vectors suggest that moisture fluxes from
the Mediterranean (Figure 6a–c) fuel COL precipitation in the Valencia Box in each season.

Figure 6. NCEP Reanalysis 925 mb specific humidity (shaded in g kg−1), moisture convergence (contours in g kg−1 m s−2,
every 2 × 10−5) and moisture flux (vectors in g kg−1 m s−1) for Day-0 of the (a) SON, (b) DJF and (c) MAM COL composites.

Given that COLs that produced extreme precipitation in the Valencia Box were most
common in SON, the next section presents results from WRF simulations of a subset of the
SON COL events included in the climatology above.

3.2. WRF Current and Future Climate Simulations

In this section current and future climate WRF model simulations are used to study
how extreme precipitation from COL events that affect eastern Spain might change in
a future warmer climate. Current and future climate WRF simulations using the PGW
approach were performed for a subset of 14 SON COL events.

The current climate simulations capture well the observed distribution and intensity
of rainfall for each COL event. As an example, the observed and current climate precip-
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itation for the COL event that occurred on 28–29 September 2012 are shown in Figure 7.
Comparison of the accumulated current climate precipitation (WRF-CC, Figure 7b) and
the observed precipitation (Figure 7a) shows that the model captured well the overall
precipitation pattern and precipitation totals produced by this COL event (Figure 7a),
especially over the southern portion of the domain. Precipitation totals (Figure 7b) were
weaker than observed (Figure 7a) in the Mediterranean sea and along the northeastern
quadrant of Spain.

Figure 7. Accumulated precipitation (mm) during 28–29 September 2012 from (a) TMPA, and D01 (b) WRF-CC,
(c) WRF-SSP5-8.5, and (d) WRF-SSP5-8.5 minus WRF-CC.

Given that the model captures well the overall observed precipitation pattern and
totals for the current climate, the next step was to explore how precipitation might change if
the same synoptic situation present in 28–29 September 2012 occurred in a warmer climate.
This can be done by comparing the current and future climate PGW WRF simulations for
this event using the difference field shown in Figure 7d. In the future climate simulation
for 28–29 September 2012 precipitation increased over the Mediterranean and along north-
eastern Spain and the Pyrenees (Figure 7d). The future climate simulation was drier than
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the current climate simulation in much of the southern and western IP and the adjacent
Atlantic Ocean south of 40◦N. The location of the COL centers in both simulations (not
shown) were similar to that of the observations (Figure 3c,e), as expected from the fact that
both WRF simulations used GFS analysis boundary condition forcing. In both simulations
the center of the COL propagated from the southern coast of Portugal on September 28
(Figure 2c) to the Valencia region on September 29 (Figure 2e). As the COL propagated
eastward, precipitation fell on its eastern quadrant, where cyclonic vorticity advection
forced low level convergence and rising air. In the future climate simulation precipitation
increased above that of the current climate simulation on September 28, when the COL
was located over southeastern Spain. This future climate COL location favored surface
easterly winds and warm, moist air transport inland along the northeast coast of Spain to
fuel convection.

The domain-averaged precipitation and rain rates—defined as the average of nonzero
precipitation values across the domain—for the 28–29 September 2012 event show sig-
nificant changes between the current and future climate simulations. The future climate
for D02 predicts a 14% increase in domain-averaged accumulated precipitation and a
45% increase in rain rates when compared to the current climate simulation. In D01 rain
rates increased by 39% and precipitation amounts increased by 27%. These changes were
statistically significant to the 99th percentile according to Student’s t-test.

To further explore the future climate precipitation changes associated with COLs that
affected the eastern IP a set of current and future climate simulations for an ensemble of
14 COL events in SON was performed. Results from these simulations are summarized
in Figure 8. Similarly to the observations (Figure 5a), the WRF-CC COLs produced a
precipitation maximum (Figure 8a) along the northeastern coast of Spain, near the Valencia
Box. In the future climate (Figure 8b) this precipitation maximum strengthened, especially
over the Mediterranean. Figure 8c shows the difference between the future and current
climate simulations. Despite the relatively small sample size, some common patterns
emerged. For example, the future climate simulation had enhanced precipitation over the
Mediterranean sea along the coast of Spain (Figure 8c). This increase in precipitation in
fact extended further eastward over the Mediterranean to near 10◦E (D01, not shown).
However, over most of the remainder of the IP, future climate precipitation anomalies in
this ensemble were weaker and not consistent among the 14 events. For example, the
negative precipitation anomalies in the Atlantic Ocean to the southwest of the IP were
present in about half of the events. Northwestward from the IP the D01 (not shown)
the future climate simulations had enhanced precipitation extending across much of the
Atlantic Ocean. It is important to point out that since the PGW approach replicated the
GFS synoptic scale flow from the current climate in the future climate simulations, the
trajectories of simulated COL systems were nearly identical between current and future
climate simulations. Because of this, the changes in precipitation in the future climate
simulations were solely due to the imposed thermodynamic changes associated with the
warmer future climate.

Table 4 further quantifies the differences between the current and future climate simu-
lations. Large statistically significant increases in precipitation occurred in northeastern
Spain (Box 2, an 88% increase) and in the Mediterranean (Box 5, a 61% increase) in the
future climate simulations. Some of the other regions analyzed in Table 4, such as the
Cantabric Coast (Box 1) and the Valencia Box (Box 3), also had large changes in precipitation
in the future climate simulations but those changes were not statistically significant. The
ensemble average precipitation in Boxes 4 and 6 had decreased precipitation in the future
climate, but this result was also not statistically significant. Further simulations of COLs
that affected this part of Spain are needed to better establish the robustness of these results.
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Figure 8. Average precipitation (mm day−1) in the 14 COL events simulated using WRF for (a) WRF-CC, (b) WRF-SSP5-8.5,
and (c) WRF-SSP5-8.5 minus WRF-CC. Boxes mark the boxes where the averages in Table 3 are calculated.

Table 4. Precipitation (mm day−1) averages for the 14 COL events simulated using WRF and for
WRF-SSP5-8.5, WRF-CC and WRF-SSP5-8.5 minus WRF-CC. Averages are calculated in the boxes
marked in Figure 8c. Bold italicized values show highlight differences that are statistically significant
to the 95% level according to Student’s t-test.

Box WRF-SSP5-8.5 WRF-CC Difference

1 12.3 8.7 3.6
2 17.8 9.5 8.4
3 33.5 25.8 7.8
4 12.6 12.3 0.3
5 23.9 14.9 9.1
6 3.9 7.8 −3.8

The ensemble of future climate simulations showed a statistically significant increase
in domain-averaged precipitation and rain rates for both domains, D01 and D02. When
averaged over the 14 events simulated in this study, D01 future climate rain rates increased
by 35% and precipitation increased by 29%. Those increases were similar to those in D01
for the 28–29 September 2012 simulation previously described. In D02 the future climate
simulations had an average 21% increase in rain rates when compared to the current
climate simulations. When averaged over the 14 events simulated here, future climate
precipitation increased only by 8%. Again, these changes were statistically significant to
the 99th percentile according to Student’s t-test.

4. Discussion

In the IP COLs bear some similarities with COLs in other parts of the world. For
instance, [11] found that COLs produced about 33% of annual precipitation and 50% of
extreme precipitation in portions of the United States Great Plains and interior western
states during MAM and SON. For the Valencia region of Spain, the present study shows that
COLs produce about 23% of the annual precipitation and 81% of the extreme precipitation.
This means that COLs play an important role in supplying water for this arid region of
Spain, as they do in semiarid regions of the western United States [11]. While previous
studies [8] found that COLs are generally more common in spring and summer and least
common in winter, in this study we found that COLs that produce extreme precipitation
in the Valencia Box are most common in the fall. The discrepancy is due to the fact that
summertime COLs, although common, do not produce extreme precipitation.

Because COLs contribute about one-fifth of the total precipitation and most of the
extreme precipitation in the Valencia region, understanding how COL precipitation might
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change as the climate warms is very important for this water-stressed region of the world.
As climate warms the IP is projected to become warmer and drier and precipitation
extremes are predicted to intensify [5]. Regarding extreme events, previous studies have
shown that thermodynamic forcing will act to enhance extreme precipitation around the
globe, while dynamic effects may dampen extreme precipitation in subtropical regions,
including southern Spain [22]. These competing effects make it difficult to project the effect
of climate change on precipitation in the Mediterranean coast of Spain. The present study
projects that the thermodynamic effects of climate change will cause COL systems that
affect the Valencia region of Spain to produce an increase in precipitation in northeastern
Spain and in the Mediterranean. However the present study does not include dynamic
effects such as future climate change shifts in the location and strength of the midlatitude jet
stream and Atlantic subtropical high. A recent study has shown that the annual frequency
of cut-off lows trended upwards during 1960-2017 globally, but also locally in the European
sector [10]. This upward trend is consistent with a weakening and poleward shift of
the subtropical jets and an increase in blocking frequency associated with a warming
climate. If this upward trend in the frequency of COLs continues and the amount of
precipitation associated with COLs increases as shown in the WRF simulations presented
herein, the Mediterranean coast of Spain may experience more frequent episodes of extreme
precipitation in the future. Indeed, a recent study [3] that used WRF to downscale CMIP5
climate simulations including both dynamic and thermodynamics effects of climate change
projected a general increase in annual precipitation intensity in the IP, including increases
in the intensity of precipitation along the Mediterranean coast of Spain during MAM and
SON. Indeed, an analysis of the observational record has shown that an increase in the
intensity of heavy precipitation events is already under way in parts of the Mediterranean
coast of Spain [21].

5. Conclusions

This study presents results from a seasonal synoptic climatology of COLs that pro-
duced extreme rainfall events in eastern Spain (Valencia Box) during 1998–2018, and ex-
plores how precipitation from these COL events might change in a future warmer climate.

The synoptic climatology of COLs used data from the TMPA satellite and NCEP
Reanalysis data to produce 6-day composites of COL systems that brought extreme rainfall
to the Valencia Box. In the Valencia region COLs play a particularly important role in
producing extreme precipitation events. It was found that COLs produced 70 of the
90 extreme rainfall days detected in this study and 81% of the extreme rainfall in the
Valencia Box. The rainiest COLs occurred in SON and DJF. COLs that produce extreme
precipitation in the Valencia Box were most common during SON, when COLs carry
moisture from the warm Mediterranean sea inland to fuel convection. No extreme rainfall
events were detected during the summer. The mean annual rainfall over the Valencia
Box was 400 mm/year, of which about 29% were produced by extreme events. The vast
majority of the extreme rain events occurred in the transition seasons, namely 28% in MAM
and 47% in SON, and no extreme precipitation event occurred during the summer. The
upper-level composites clearly showed that COLs formed in a region of weak upper level
winds between the subtropical and polar jets and that COLs lasted at least 2 days (3 days
in MAM) in the 200 hPa geopotential field. At the surface the SON and MAM composites
displayed an inverted trough over northern Africa that extended northward producing
rainfall in Spain from day-2 to day + 1. According to the composites presented in this
study a typical COL episode produced rain in the Valencia Box on day-1 through day + 1,
with the strongest rain—by design—falling on day-0. Analysis of the moisture flux and its
convergence in the Valencia Box shows that the moisture that fueled COL precipitation
in the region originated in the Mediterranean, where specific humidity is large, especially
during SON COL events.

This study also aimed to improve our understanding of how precipitation from COL
events that affect the Valencia region of Spain will change as the climate warms. To address
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this question ensembles of present and future climate simulations of 14 COL events that
affected the Valencia Box during SON were produced using WRF. The future climate
simulations were performed using the PGW approach to downscale CMIP6 simulations in
an implementation similar to [31,35]. As in previous studies [3,26–28] WRF represented
well the amounts and distribution of precipitation in the current climate. Results from the
future climate WRF simulations presented here suggest that in a warmer climate extreme
precipitation associated with COL events may increase significantly in northeastern Spain
(by 61%) and in the Mediterranean Sea (by 88%). This is in agreement with previous studies
that have projected an increase in extreme precipitation in this part of the world [21]. The
average precipitation in the Valencia Box also increased in the future climate COL ensemble,
but not consistently across all simulated events. The WRF simulations presented here
suggest that climate change has the potential to enhance extreme precipitation from COLs
in northeastern Spain and in the Mediterranean Sea. The increases in precipitation in the
future climate simulations presented in this study are due to the thermodynamic effect of
the warmer atmosphere simulated with the PGW approach. However, in addition to the
role of thermodynamics, the effect of climate change on COL precipitation also depends on
changes in the frequency of COL formation in a warmer climate, which in turn depend
on changes in the location and intensity of the jetstream and the Atlantic subtropical high.
These important effects are beyond the scope of the PGW simulations in this study. Further
studies of how the thermodynamic and dynamic effects of climate change will affect COL
precipitation in the IP as a whole are needed to obtain a better picture of future COL
flooding hazards to be expected in the region.
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